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Abstract: Each culture is characterized by specific values and ideas; but cultures change together 

with the related social systems, and new cultural divides are created and bridged in a circular 

flow. Music can act as a cultural mediator, helping individuals and groups to get rid of their 

differences and promoting a greater social harmony. This study analyzes Claude Debussy’s 

Préludes, discussing how and why this work combines traits of Western and Eastern music 

cultures, and can therefore be considered as an example of cultural mediation. 
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1. Introduction 

        Music and the arts have the capacity to act as mediators, bringing together 

elements of different origin and thus bridging cultural divides and promoting a 

greater social cohesiveness. This study analyzes some exotic devices included by 

Claude Debussy in the Western fabric of his Préludes, stressing how this work 

mediates Eastern and Western music styles. The study is structured as follows: 

section 1 introduces the subject matter; section 2 reflects on the mediating role of 

culture; section 3 deals with the special appeal for exoticism in European culture; 

section 4 discusses scholarly views on the exotic trend; section 5 analyzes exotic 

musical traits in Debussy’s Préludes; and section 6 draws the conclusions of the 

study.  

 

2. Culture as mediation 

         According to the dictionary, a social system is “the patterned series of 

interrelationships existing between individuals, groups, and institutions and 

forming a coherent whole” (Merriam-Webster, [2022]). Social systems are goal 

directed, purposive, not static (Greene, 1991), and therefore characterized by a 

dynamic stability; this dynamic stability depends on the society’s own capability 

for adaptation and innovation (Mautner-Markhof, 1989). 

To maintain this dynamic stability, the achievement of an optimal balance between 

the available options and constraints is required; in turn, this balance can be reached 

through social negotiation, which is an element of all human collaborative 

situations. According to a well-known definition, negotiation is the ability to 

“mediate what may seem to be incommensurable values or contradictory realities” 

(Bhabha, 1996: 8). 

          In Talcott Parsons and Alfred Kroeber’s view, transmitted and created 

patterns of values and ideas characterize a specific culture, which shapes human 

behavior in the related social system (Parsons and Kroeber, 1958). However, as 

social systems are not static, also the related cultures change: new divides are 

constantly created, addressed, and then bridged in a circular flow. Art, 

encompassing within this term visual arts (such as painting, sculpting, ceramics, and 
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architecture), performing arts (such as music, dance, and theatre), and literary arts 

(such as poetry, prose, and drama), can become a bridge crossing the divides. 

Thanks to their ability to teach transcultural understanding, music and the arts can 

help to demolish barriers and provide a dialog between individuals, groups, and 

communities (Fowler, 2001; Keskey, 2016). 

        In this kind of dialogs different cultures encounter each other and exert a 

mutual influence by introducing elements of one culture into another one, creating 

new cultural phenomena: the Cuban anthropologist Fernando Ortiz calls this 

circumstance ‘transculturation’ (Ortiz, 1995). A famous work stimulating exchange 

between West and East is West-Eastern Divan, a poetic work by the German writer, 

poet, novelist, and playwright Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832): written between 

1814 and 1819, it promotes the idea of cultural proximity between Occident and 

Orient, displaying openness to a foreign and exotic world (Goethe, 2019). 

        In the musical realm, a profound interest toward exotic subjects had already 

been manifested by Henry Purcell (1659-1695), who composed some acts of the 

unfinished semi-opera The Indian Queen (1695). Some years later, Jean-Philippe 

Rameau (1683-1764) composed an entrée of his opéra-ballet Les Indes Galantes 

(1735-1736) being inspired by a Native American dance from Louisiana: in this 

work he mirrored the melodies and rhythms of the tribal dance performed by 

Metchigaema chiefs that he had witnessed in Paris in 1723 (Locke, 2019). In the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries exoticism spread across Europe, characterizing 

many works of literature and art. 

 

3. The special appeal for exoticism in European culture 

        The term exoticism comes from the Latin term exoticus, meaning ‘from the 

outside, foreign’, and at the end of the nineteenth century the musicologist Camille 

Bellaigue defined exoticism as the taste and representation of distant and rare things 

(Bellaigue, 1898).  What are the reasons for exoticism enjoying the favor of many 

artists and musicians? In the mid to late nineteenth century the European powers 

began to colonize a great part of Africa and Southeast Asia; this allowed the 

colonies’ art, culture, clothes, and furniture to came to the attention of the European 

public. The Asian style became fashionable in France, stimulating also French poets, 

artists, and musicians to take an interest in Asian culture. In this way, in the period 

straddling between the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth 

century many French art products, poems, and music pieces were inspired by 

Oriental culture.  

          Among the painters whose style got inspiration or confirmation by Oriental 

art are Jacques-Joseph Tissot, Edgard Degas, Claude Monet, and Édouard Manet 

(Chesneau, 1878). These painters moved away from specific elements 

characterizing Western art, such as the balance between light and shade, and the 

rules of perspective, choosing instead flat colors, and lack of three-dimensionality. 

In a similar way, some musicians expanded the major/minor tonality system using 

also non-Western scales, such as whole-tone and pentatonic scales which are typical 

of Oriental music and abandoned the Beethovenian motivic development in favor 

of Oriental-style sequences and repetitions (Scott, 2003): among them are Camille 

Saint-Saëns (1835-1921), Leo Delibes (1836-1891), Georges Bizet (1838-1875), 
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and Claude Debussy (1862-1918). 

 

4. Scholarly views on the exotic trend 

        Research has posited that the fascination exerted by the Orient on the West, 

which was experiencing the swift changes related to industrialization, was due to 

the East’s perceived stability and “unchanging eternality” (Said, 1979: 240). Indeed, 

one of the most influential nineteenth-century thinkers, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich 

Hegel (1770 –1831) claimed that non-Western continents have “no movement or 

development of [their] own” (Hegel, 1975: 190). Also the musicologist Lawrence 

Kramer remarked that “one of the primary qualities of the exotic [was] its supposed 

preservation of values that the advanced cultures of Europe had superseded”, 

stressing that exotic cultures were considered to be static, and exotic lands were 

deemed similar to living museums (Kramer, 1995: 206). 

          In his Essay on Exoticism, written between 1904 and 1918, Victor Segalen 

considered exoticism as a “manifestation of diversity” (Segalen, 2002: 66), defining 

the adjective ‘diverse’ as indicating “everything that until now was called foreign, 

strange, unexpected, surprising, mysterious, amorous, superhuman, heroic, and 

even divine, everything that is Other” (Segalen, 2002: 67). Jonathan Bellman agreed 

with this view, affirming that exoticist works use “characteristic and easily 

recognized musical gestures from the alien culture” (Bellman, 1998: x). 

          However, these musical gestures often just added local color, without 

matching with distinctive music elements the specific foreign culture they were 

referring to. Indeed, Ralph Locke argued that Orientalist works of art and music use 

cultural stereotypes to evoke “a place, people or social milieu that is (or is 

perceived or imagined to be) profoundly different from accepted local norms in its 

attitudes, customs, and morals” (Locke, 2007-2014). For the same reason, 

Westerners often grouped all non-Western countries together under the concept of 

Orient. There was a perceived interchangeability between different ‘exotic 

countries’ and their cultures: consequently, Middle Eastern, Far Eastern, and even 

African music was rendered by means of the same exotic markers (McClary, 1992). 

Among the exoticist works composed in the second half of the nineteenth century, 

displaying stereotypical exotic traits, there are Giacomo Meyerbeer’s L’Africaine 

(1865), Giuseppe Verdi’s Aida (1871), Léo Delibes’s Lakmé (1883), and Arthur 

Sullivan’s The Mikado (1885).  

          Moreover, as by the end of the nineteenth century Western composers did not 

use ethnographic research methods, their compositions usually included exotic traits 

but at the same time adhered to general rules typical of the Western music culture. 

Henri Quittard wrote that Western composers were attracted by a far-off, fabulous 

Orient, where they searched for themes which they wrote down and treated 

according to Western compositional styles (Quittard, 1906). The entry Exotisme in 

Encyclopédie de la Musique et Dictionnaire du Conservatoire emphasized that, 

once exotic themes were transposed into Western musical language, they shared the 

general characteristics of Western music without losing their original outlandish 

feeling (de la Laurencie, 1913: VI, 99).  

         Thomas Betzwieser and Michael Stegemann stated that musical exoticism can 

be observed in the use of exotic musical materials, such as native instruments or 
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instruments standing for them, and native music or music which can be understood 

as standing for it (Betzwieser and Stegemann, 1994). Also Edward Said argued that 

the Orient and its characteristic traits are for the greatest part a Western creation, 

consisting of stereotypes and false assumptions: “The Orient is an idea that has a 

history and a tradition of thought, imagery, and vocabulary that have given it reality 

and presence in and for the West” (Said, 1979: 5), because “it is Europe that 

articulates the Orient” (Said, 1979: 57). Indeed, this scholar claimed, "we need not 

look for correspondence between the language used to depict the Orient and the 

Orient itself, not so much because the language is inaccurate but because it is not 

even trying to be accurate. What it is trying to do (…) is at one and the same time 

to characterize the Orient as alien and to incorporate it schematically on a 

theatrical stage whose audience, manager, and actors are for Europe, are only for 

Europe" (Said, 1979: 71). 

       Carl Dahlhaus posited that Orientalist musical works might not be 

“anthropologically or historically ‘genuine’” (Dahlhaus, 1989: 305). Jean-Pierre 

Bartoli stressed that artists adhering to exoticism used specific procedures evoking 

cultural and geographical Otherness, availing themselves of meaning-units “that 

seem borrowed from a foreign artistic language” (Bartoli, 2000: 65). And Richard 

Taruskin even contended that, in exoticist pieces, “verisimilitude had to be 

sacrificed to stereotype, the latter often lacking any authentic counterpart in 

‘Oriental’ reality” (Taruskin, 2007: III, 390). Summing up, several scholars 

underscored the circumstance that Western composers used foreign themes (real or 

imitated ones) transposing them into a Western musical language, in this way giving 

their pieces both Western and exotic musical traits and making them act as cultural 

mediators.  

 

5. Exotic musical traits in Debussy’s Préludes 

          Already as a student, Debussy was driven by a strong desire for innovation, 

and was more and more reluctant to adhere to traditional composing techniques. 

This is shown, for example, in the discussions with his teacher Ernst Guiraud (1837-

1892): on one occasion, Guiraud expressed the idea that block-chord successions 

were theoretically absurd, whereas the young Debussy affirmed they were lovely, 

although not compliant with traditional composition rules. Claude even dared to 

maintain that the only rule to be strictly followed in composing up to date music 

should be the pleasure experienced in listening to specific sounds and passages 

(Lockspeiser, 1962). Also as a professional musician, Debussy constantly searched 

for new harmonies and innovative compositional techniques, and the musical 

suggestions from the Orient were of great inspiration for him. 

          Being fascinated by Asian culture, and motivated not only by his personal 

taste, but also by the broad support enjoyed by Orientalist art and music, he often 

used exotic musical traits in his works, also in pieces not related to Oriental subjects, 

characters, monuments, or landscapes. In his works he combined Oriental and 

Western traits: among the latter are, for instance, his decision to not reject tonality 

but rather to expand it, the presence of melodies (albeit often fragmentary ones), the 

formation of chords whose tones are stacked vertically in thirds, and the use of fairly 

regular meters. 
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         Basing on the list of Orientalist devices identified by Derek Scott, I will now 

examine the compositions included in Debussy’s Préludes, to verify if and how this 

work displays traits of Orientalist music. Among the devices listed by Scott there 

are the following: pentatonic and whole-tone scales; Aeolian, Dorian, and Phrygian 

modes; trills; rapid scale passages especially of an irregular fit; ostinati; use of 

triplets in duple time; parallel movements in fifths and octaves; bare fifths; and pedal 

points (Scott, 2003). 

         Pentatonic scales: a pentatonic scale is a scale containing five different tones. 

The first measures of La fille aux cheveux de lin are based on the pentatonic scale 

D♭, E♭, F, G♭, B♭. 

 
Debussy, La fille aux cheveux de lin, mm. 1-3 

        Whole-tone scales: a whole-tone scale is a scale in which each note is distant 

a whole tone from its neighbors, according to the sequence T T T T T T. The most 

part of Voiles is based on the whole-tone scale B♭, C, D, E, F#, G#. 

 
Debussy, Voiles, mm. 1-4 

        Dorian mode: the Dorian mode can be thought of as a minor key with the sixth 

scale degree raised by a semitone, according to the sequence T S T T T S. The first 

measures of La danse de Puck are based on the Dorian mode F, G, A♭, B♭, C, D, 

E♭. 

 
Debussy, La danse de Puck, mm. 1-6 

         Aeolian and Phrygian modes: in the Aeolian mode the sequence of intervals 

is T S T T S T. Some sections in La Cathédrale engloutie are based on the Aeolian 

mode G#, A#, B, C#, D#, E, (F#). 

 

 
Debussy, La Cathédral engloutie, mm. 47-54 
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          Other sections are based on the Phrygian mode, identified by the sequence of 

intervals S T T T S T: the following excerpt is composed of the tones E, F, G, A, B, 

C, D. 

 
Debussy, La Cathédrale engloutie, mm. 1-6 

       Trills: La danse de Puck displays a long trill to be performed by the left hand. 

 
Debussy, La danse de Puck, mm. 87-89 

        Rapid scale passages: an example thereof can be found in Voiles. 

 
Debussy, Voiles, mm. 62-64 

         Ostinati. Ostinati are short passages often repeated throughout a composition. 

An ostinato passage is shown in Brouillards. 

 
Debussy, Brouillards, mm. 9-12 

      Use of triplets in duple time. Some examples can be found in La Puerta del 

Vino. 

 
Debussy, La Puerta del Vino, mm. 33-36 

       Parallel movements in fifths and octaves. Whereas classical composition 

rules suggest that melodic lines should be preferably moved in contrary or oblique 

motion, the Préludes display many cases of parallel motion: one of them can be 

found in Danseuses de Delphes. 
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Debussy, Danseuses de Delphes, mm. 13-14 

        Bare fifths. Bare fifths can be thought of as chords lacking the third, and 

therefore indefinable in terms of major/minor tonality. Some sections of La 

Sérénade interrompue display bare fifths. 

 
Debussy, La Sérénade interrompue, mm 25-30 

       Pedal points. A pedal point is a sustained tone, typically in the bass, during 

which several changes of harmony (both consonant and dissonant with it) occur in 

the other parts. Voiles includes many examples of pedal points, one of which is the 

following. 

 
Debussy, Voiles, mm. 37-42 

          Summing up, in Debussy’s Préludes typically Western traits, such as tonality 

and chords built in thirds, are harmoniously combined with Oriental traits alluded 

to by specific exotic devices. Moreover, the latter are often proposed in a form 

adhering to general rules typical of the Western music culture, as for instance a quite 

regular meter. In this way the Western musical fabric of this work is imbued with 

echoes and suggestions of a different origin. Therefore the Préludes can in some 

sense be considered by both Westerners and Easterners part of their own culture. 

Thanks to their dual nature, these pieces are able to bridge cultural divides 

contributing to promote social cohesion in a multicultural society. 

 

6. Concluding remarks 

         In his Préludes, Debussy introduced exotic elements into the Western music 

tradition, making different music cultures interact and giving them the opportunity 

to exercise a mutual influence. His work shows that music can bridge socio-cultural 

divides, serving as a mediator between individuals, groups, and nations. In today’s 

multicultural schools, Debussy’s forward-looking example urges teachers to use 
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music and the arts as cultural mediators able to promote social inclusion, integration, 

and cohesion. 
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